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Amistake regarding the exemplary weights
given in Table 4 of our original publication
was recently brought to our attention.
We corrected the weights and give the
complete and updated table in this
commentary.
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Table 4 | (corrected): Example (one subject’s) least squares solution of the linear equation model for mean choices in block 5.
Deck Long-term outcome (x1) Gain frequency (x2) Loss frequency (x3) Choices [%]
A −0.86 −0.86 −1.47 0.15
B −0.86 0.86 0.34 0.50
C 0.86 −0.86 0.79 0.10
D 0.86 0.86 0.34 0.25
Weights −0.145 0.110 0.089
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